Dear Sir/Madam,

Greetings!!!!!

KeyLeerKorb Enterprises is a global supplier of passive and active Electronic components with its office located in one of the beautiful city Dresden, Germany. KeyLeerKorb's ambition is to always strive and deliver quality products and give the best experience to our customers around the world.

KeyLeerKorb Enterprises is expanding and driving its root deeper and wider. We as a company, built with young and dynamic work force looking for more fresh knowledge and enthusiastic students to join us to gain the practical experience, understand the ground reality of the market, implementing the theoretical knowledge and grow together. We as a company assures to provide a platform for the students to open up to the market and lead students with complete guidance from expertise in the field.

There are currently 8 vacancies for the “International Business Intern” Position. We believe your university can provide the required quality students for this Internship Program.

Benefits:

• The Intern will have a professional training from the expert during the Internship period.
• The Intern will be given an official certificate
• The Company supports students for their master thesis
• Since, this being an unpaid internship, the Intern can earn their incentives and commissions during the internship.
• The performance can yield them full time employment.

For more details, Link: https://keyleerkorb.com/career/

Vignesh Babu B.E.,
Global Head, Finance and Human Resources
KeyLeerKorb Enterprises is a worldwide trader of industrial commodity, focuses on the pharma products, medical equipment, electronics equipment, disaster and relief commodities and industrial steel & metal products. The organization puts emphasis of quality, customer satisfaction, employee integrity, and development, rural and sustainable development. This rural company is registered in sole proprietorship of Dr. P. Rathinavelu in Mayiladuthurai, India and with a dependent branch office in Dresden, Germany.

Branch Office

c/o Quartier 22
Bautzner Str 22
01099 Dresden, Germany

+ 49 1782862150
international@keyleerkorb.com

Contact us @

Follow us @

Registered Under MSME act of 2006
Certified ISO 9001:2015 Quality Management System
Associate Member of Indo German Chamber of Commerce
Associate Member of Industry and Trade Chamber Dresden

Disclaimer
The information transmitted by this email is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed. This email may contain proprietary, business-confidential, and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, be aware that any use, review, retransmission, distribution, reproduction or any action taken in reliance upon this message is strictly prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact the sender and delete the material from all computers. This email may contain viruses that could infect your computer. We strongly recommend using a malware scanner to check the contents of this email and its attachments, if there are any. Since emails can be lost, intercepted, or corrupted, KeyLeerKorb Enterprises accepts no liability for damages caused by viruses transmitted via this email. All views and opinions expressed in this email message are the personal opinions of the author and do not represent those of the company. No liability can be held for any damages, however, caused, to any recipients of this message. No employee or agent is authorized to conclude any binding agreement on behalf of the company with another party by email without specific confirmation. KeyLeerKorb Enterprises is compliant with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) (EU) 2016/679. We are committed to guaranteeing the security and protection of the private information that we process.